STATS AT A GLANCE

- 40 external media stories tracked
- 1 press release/tip sheet distributed
- 9 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 2 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 11 Tumblr blog entries
- 15 Tweets
- 13 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

*Immigration & the Hart-Celler Act*

*American History TV*, 8/21/15
Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

*M.H. Abrams memorial set for Sept. 12*


*New takes on classic works get rave reviews*

*Toronto Star*, 8/15/15
Travis Gosa (AFRICANA)

*4 famous works of art that lied to you about historical events*

*Vox*, 8/13/15
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

*Anniversaries of Zimmerman Verdict and Michael Brown’s Death Recall Suffering and Resilience that Spans the U.S. and Canada*

*Huffington Post*, 8/12/15
Oneka LaBennett (AFRICANA)

*A&S faculty, students and alum honored with ACLS fellowships* *

*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr*, 8/20/15
Anne Blackburn, Cheryl Finley, Timothy Murray, Franz D. Hofer Ph.D. ’12, graduate students Jack Meng-Tat Chia and Brian J. Cuddy (ASIAN STUDIES, HISTORY OF ART, SOCIETY FOR THE HUMANITIES, HISTORY)
Unfinished ‘map’ of cultural images online
Cornell Chronicle, 8/19/15
Ben Anderson (HISTORY OF ART)

Public health fellows provide ‘near-peer’ perspectives
Cornell Chronicle, 8/18/15
Jessie Bonney-Burrill ‘14 (FGSS)

Influential theater professor Stephen Cole dies at 82
Cornell Chronicle, 8/17/15 and 2 other media outlets
Bruce Levitt (PMA)

**Sciences and Math**

Historic ‘Tile’ Discovery Gives Math World A Big Jolt
*Huffington Post*, 8/19/15
Steve Strogatz (MATH)

Women driving the Large Hadron Collider forward - Part 1
*DiscovHer*, August 2015
Margaret Zientek, graduate student (PHYSICS)

Biologist David Lodge named director of Atkinson Center
*Cornell Chronicle*, 8/20/15
David Lodge, Francis DiSalvo (EEB, CHEMISTRY)

A&S student studies Danish health system *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr*, 8/17/15
Shannon Chen ’16 (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES)

Savransky savors role in major exoplanet discovery
*Cornell Chronicle*, 8/13/15 and 3 other media outlets
(ASTRONOMY, CARL SAGAN INSTITUTE)

**Social Sciences**

Turbulence in Pentagon plans to expand drone flights
*Deutsche Welle*, 8/20/15 and 3 other media outlets
Sarah Kreps (GOVERNMENT)

How To Extend Your Vacation Bliss
*Wisconsin Public Radio*, 8/19/15
Amit Kumar, graduate student (PSYCHOLOGY)

Clinton Campaign Hires Latino Decisions for Polling
*NBC News*, 8/19/15
Michael Jones-Correa (GOVERNMENT)
**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

**East Hill Notes: Rising seniors look back and ahead**
*Ithaca Journal, 8/20/15*
Leah DeWitt '16 (CHEMISTRY)

**Prefreshman Summer Program preps students**
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/18/15*
Ruby Rhoden '17

**Cornell welcomes its most diverse freshman class**
*Cornell Chronicle, 8/17/15*
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